
Instructions for Your TimeWise Repair™ Trial Facial 

You should be able to use each packet two or three times. 

1. Using a small amount (about the size of a pearl/pea) of volu-firm foaming cleanser and water, create a 
rich lather and massage over face and throat avoiding eye area.  Rinse well with a warm, wet washcloth. 

2. Draw an imaginary line down the center of your face and smooth a small amount (about half the                                                                           

amount of the cleanser that you used in step one) of volu-firm lifting serum on one side of a damp face 
and throat using an upward and outward motion.  This side will be your “pampered side” for the rest of the 
facial. 

3. If you try these products in the morning, apply the volu-firm day cream to the pampered side. 

4. If you try these products in the evening, apply the volu-firm night treatment with retinol to the pampered 

side. 

5. Pat a small amount of volu-firm eye renewal cream around the eye area on the pampered side. 

6. Now, compare sides by touching your face and looking in the mirror. 
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